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Abstract
Background: Probability based statistical learning methods such as mutual information and
Bayesian networks have emerged as a major category of tools for reverse engineering mechanistic
relationships from quantitative biological data. In this work we introduce a new statistical learning
strategy, MI3 that addresses three common issues in previous methods simultaneously: (1) handling
of continuous variables, (2) detection of more complex three-way relationships and (3) better
differentiation of causal versus confounding relationships. With these improvements, we provide a
more realistic representation of the underlying biological system.
Results: We test the MI3 algorithm using both synthetic and experimental data. In the synthetic
data experiment, MI3 achieved an absolute sensitivity/precision of 0.77/0.83 and a relative
sensitivity/precision both of 0.99. In addition, MI3 significantly outperformed the control methods,
including Bayesian networks, classical two-way mutual information and a discrete version of MI3.
We then used MI3 and control methods to infer a regulatory network centered at the MYC
transcription factor from a published microarray dataset. Models selected by MI3 were numerically
and biologically distinct from those selected by control methods. Unlike control methods, MI3
effectively differentiated true causal models from confounding models. MI3 recovered major MYC
cofactors, and revealed major mechanisms involved in MYC dependent transcriptional regulation,
which are strongly supported by literature. The MI3 network showed that limited sets of regulatory
mechanisms are employed repeatedly to control the expression of large number of genes.
Conclusion: Overall, our work demonstrates that MI3 outperforms the frequently used control
methods, and provides a powerful method for inferring mechanistic relationships underlying
biological and other complex systems. The MI3 method is implemented in R in the "mi3" package,
available under the GNU GPL from http://sysbio.engin.umich.edu/~luow/downloads.php and from
the R package archive CRAN.
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A major challenge in systems biology is to infer mechanis-
tic gene interactions from high throughput microarray
data [1,2]. Underlying this challenge is the problem to
find causal or regulatory relationships between genes.
Robust solutions to this problem would provide us with a
transcriptomic map of a genome that allows us to accu-
rately predict the effect of gene perturbations.
Previous efforts to detect mechanistic relationships from
gene expression data can be broadly divided into linear
correlation and probability based methods. Linear corre-
lation based methods, such as clustering [3,4], correlation
networks [5,6] and graphical Gaussian models [7], have a
long and fruitful history in statistical modeling and bioin-
formatics. These linear methods are computationally fast
and relatively easy to interpret. However, a key limitation
with these methods is that they assume linear relation-
ships between variables. While some components of any
transcriptional regulatory network are linear, nonlinear
events such as OR, AND, and XOR type transcriptional
regulation are relatively commonplace [8]. These nonlin-
ear interactions would not be captured with a linear
model, leading to spurious relationships between varia-
bles.
Probability based methods have also been used to detect
relationships between genes. These probability methods
include Probabilistic Boolean Networks (PBN) [9,10],
Bayesian networks [11-14] and mutual information net-
works [15,16]. Probability based methods can capture
both linear and nonlinear regulatory relationships and are
noise tolerant. However, many of the current probability
based tools used in systems biology suffer from the fol-
lowing three limitations: (1) data discretization [9-14,16],
(2) pairwise testing [15,16], (3) emphasis on correlation
over causality [11,12,14,17]. To transform continuous
data into a more easily computable form, most probabil-
istic methods require the data to first be discretized into a
finite number of bins, such as high, medium, and low [9-
14,16]: The number of bins used in discretization is diffi-
cult to choose, and is generally selected at some consistent
yet arbitrary point. Unfortunately, different binning pro-
cedures can produce different analysis results [12], sug-
gesting that the act of binning alone introduces errors into
the analysis. Methods that search for pairwise associations
only focus on a single relationship between regulator and
target at a time. Pairwise association networks have been
created using classical mutual information [15,16]. How-
ever, simple pairwise relationships are likely less common
than multivariate relationships in real biological systems,
as the expression of most genes is regulated not by a single
gene but more likely by multiple genes. Methods that
allow multivariate interactions such as Bayesian networks
or some fuzzy logic approaches [18] are inherently supe-
rior in this respect.
A final challenge in creating mechanistically predictive
transcriptional models is the ability to identify not just
correlative but also causal models. For the definition of
causal relationship, we adopt the notion of probabilistic
causation [19]. Informally, event A (probabilistically)
causes event B if and only if A's occurrence alters
(increases or decreases) the probability of B. This some-
times reflects imperfect knowledge (noise data) of a deter-
ministic system but more frequently suggests a stochastic
nature of the causal system under study. Although diffi-
cult, causal relationships have been learned properly from
non-sequential observational data [20,21]. Probabilistic
graphical modeling methods like Bayesian networks have
been used to infer causal models from gene expression
data [12,14]. (More details of the causality presentation
using directed graphs [17] are given in Additional file 1:
Supplementary Figure 2 and Supplementary Note 3.)
However, many probabilistic approaches are able to make
correlative networks but not necessarily causal networks
[11,12,14,17]. Their multivariate scoring metrics such as
conditional probability and mutual information are still
generalized two-way correlation between the target and
the parent set. Similar to the classical two-way metrics,
these generalized correlations alone cannot differentiate
between a causal versus confounding (merely correlative
but non-causal) parent set. True causal relationships like
genetic regulation feature positive higher order interac-
tion [22,23], the non-additive effect above the sum of the
lower order interactions [23]. For instance, for regulation
involved two regulators such as OR, AND, XOR type rela-
tionships, two regulators together account for much more
in the target than they individually can (Additional file 1:
Supplementary Table 5). Intuitively such non-additive
effect can be described as coordination or synergy
between parents (with respect to the target, more descrip-
tion in Methods). On the other hand, confounding mod-
els commonly have no or negative higher order
interaction (redundant parents, see the results). We pro-
pose that with such high order interaction considered, we
can better differentiate true causal model versus con-
founding models.
In this work, we demonstrate a novel algorithm that
attempts to overcome all three limitations using a contin-
uous high order mutual information based scoring metric
we call MI3 (Mutual Information 3, details in Methods
part). Note that continuous two-way mutual information
has been described previously [24]. High order interac-
tion information (an extension of mutual information)
has been employed to model complex interactions
[22,23,25]. However, both two-way mutual information
and high order interaction information are symmetric andPage 2 of 15
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3rd order interaction information with the asymmetric
mutual information between target and regulator set to
account for the direction of regulation. MI3 is novel as a
combinatorial probabilistic metric and an integrated sta-
tistical learning method.
In this work, we compare MI3 to other probability based
methods quantitatively and qualitatively using synthetic
data where the true model is known. Next we apply MI3
and control methods to reconstruct regulatory networks
centered at the transcription factor MYC from a published
high throughput microarray dataset [15]. The learning
results are then evaluated numerically and biologically.
Learning MYC centered transcriptional regulatory net-
work represents an ideal test case for MI3 as MYC is a well
characterized transcriptional regulator that acts in tandem
with a finite set of co-effectors and regulates the expres-
sion of a large group of genes [26-28]. MYC has been well
investigated [27,29,30] and online databases of MYC tar-
gets [31] are available for validation purpose. Despite
these efforts, many cofactors and targets remain unidenti-
fied, and corresponding regulatory mechanisms unknown
[15,26,27,29]. As a result, an integrated understanding of
MYC dependent transcriptional regulation has remained
out of reach [15,26,27,29,30]. In this study, we use MI3 to
derive an accurate transcriptomic map surrounding MYC
from the same gene expression dataset used to identify
MYC targets [15]. The approaches used here are general
and can be directly used for any transcriptional regulator
given sufficient gene expression data.
Results
MI3 validation with synthetic data
We validated MI3 against other commonly used methods
listed in Table 1, including a discrete version of MI3
(dMI3), two-way mutual information (MI2) and a log
conditional probability score used in Bayesian network
(BN) learning. Each control method represents one of the
three major issues described in the Introduction, with
details given in Table 1. Learning was carried out using
data sampled from a synthetic regulatory network,
described in Additional file 1: Supplementary Figure 1
and Supplementary Table 1, where the true network struc-
ture is known. We learned the best two-parent regulatory
model (Fig. 1) for each dependent node (u1–u6) by
exhaustively searching through each possible parent set
and scoring with each metric.
The resulting best scoring network from a representative
experiment is shown in Figure 2. Using the MI3 score, we
recovered the true models for all dependent variables with
exactly two parents, including u2, u3 and u5. For variables
with fewer or more than two parents, i.e. u1, u4 and u6,
MI3 detected the best two-parent representative of the true
models. Continuous MI3 outperformed dMI3 as dMI3
identified poor models for u1, u4, and u5. The BN tended
to select confounding yet correlative models with low or
negative coordination (parents overlapping in their corre-
lation with the target) between the two parents. For exam-
ple, the BN score selected u2+u3 and x3+u2 over x1+x2 as
the top 2 models for u4. Therefore, the coordinative com-
ponent in MI3 is necessary to differentiate the true parent
set from the confounding set. Compared to MI2, MI3 as
well as log conditional probability consistently gave more
accurate models whenever there was a difference, demon-
strating their advantage in capturing higher order relation-
ships. The existence of two way edges or edges with
reversed direction showed that MI2 could not identify
direction of causality between variables. In addition, the
two parents for nodes u1, u4, u5 and u6 picked by MI2
have highly negative coordination with each other. These
results demonstrate that, among the methods tested, MI3
most accurately identified the underlying regulatory net-
work for both linear and nonlinear relationships between
variables (Additional file 1: Supplementary Table 1).
Next we quantitatively compared the performance of MI3
to other commonly used methods in terms of both sensi-
tivity (ratio of correctly inferred interactions among all
true interactions) and precision (ratio of correct interac-
tions among all inferred interactions) [15]. In Figure 3,
only sensitivity curves are shown because the precision
curves are essentially the same but shifted. Figure 3a pro-
vides the absolute performance, while 2b shows the rela-
tive performance. The relative performance is a more
meaningful comparison, given that the number of parents
was fixed, although both results are quite similar. The
absolute sensitivity and precision MI3 algorithm achieved
were 0.77 and 0.83 respectively (Figure 3a), and the rela-
tive levels are both 0.99 (Figure 3b). In this comparison,
MI3 consistently outperformed dMI3 across all different
sample sizes. Also MI3 was more robust than dMI3 in that
the sensitivity and precision curves have smaller error bars
(standard deviation not shown for better plot view). In
addition MI3 always outperformed the correlative BN.
MI2 consistently demonstrated the lowest performance by
a large margin as long as the sample size was greater than
25. All methods reached a plateau at ~250 samples, indi-
cating that the 350 (or 336 for real data) sample default
used in this paper is appropriate for all 4 methods to learn
two parent regulatory models (3 nodes). Finally, all four
methods were ranked in terms of performance in Table 1.
Overall, MI3 always gave the highest true positive and the
lowest false positive rate, and significantly outperformed
all control methods (p-value = 4.45 × 10-11), details of sta-
tistical tests shown given in Additional file 1: Supplemen-
tary Table 2.Page 3 of 15
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thetic network clearly proved the principles of MI3
method, we also scaled up to a synthetic network that has
the size of large gene regulatory networks yet still allows
exhaustive search of two-parent models. This large syn-
thetic network with 99 nodes and 165 edges was created
by tiling 11 copies of the small network (Additional file 1:
Supplementary Figure 1) plus 22 cross-tile edges [32].
Experiments with data sampled from this large synthetic
network yielded similar results (data not shown) to those
from the small synthetic study above.
A schematic view of the network inference procedure for MI3 and control methodsFigur  1
A schematic view of the network inference procedure for MI3 and control methods. We learn gene regulatory net-
works in two steps: (1) learn local regulatory network for each of the interesting nodes through an exhaustive search; (2) 
assemble local networks up into a unified network if needed. In the step (2), we may need to reconcile the conflicting local 
structures (labeled by *) if there are any, mainly the two way edges and cycles. More details of the procedure are described in 
Methods part. In this work, the key difference between different methods is the score metric being used rather than the net-
work inference procedure. For a fair comparison between scoring metrics, we simple assemble the local networks up without 
the reconciliation of conflicts in step (2).Page 4 of 15
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We used MI3 and control methods to infer regulatory net-
work centered at MYC transcription factor from a human
B cell microarray dataset. Note that the same dataset had
been generated and used for identifying MYC target genes
by another group [15]. Instead of doing an exhaustive
search of co-regulator pairs for each target as in the syn-
thetic data, we fixed one of the regulators to be MYC and
the target to be a known MYC target, and searched for the
second regulator. This constraint imposed by our specific
biological focus made the analysis more tractable and our
results more testable, because we only need to select and
test the second regulator (more details given in Additional
file 1: Supplementary Note 5). Notice that this simplified
problem is a sub-case of the synthetic problem. We are
still using the same scoring metrics (Table 1) and follow-
ing the same procedure (Figure 1), except that one parent
node is fixed by introducing extra literature data. In this
sense, all methods are still comparable. Experiments with
synthetic data showed that such simplification does not
change the final results as long as we are introducing a real
parent of the target with enough marginal dependency,
i.e. I(T;R1) > 0.3, for MI3, dMI3 and BN. For MI2, fixing
R1 = MYC does change the results, but it makes sense
when taken as prior knowledge introduction. We pre-fil-
tered MYC targets, T, with I(T; MYC) ≥ 0.3 to prevent bias
upon fixing R1 = MYC, and to speed up analysis similar to
candidate parent set selection in the sparse candidate
algorithm [33].
The verified targets were retrieved from the MYC Target
Gene Database [31] available online [34]. After pre-filter-
ing using the constraint I(T; MYC) ≥ 0.3, 368 MYC targets
remained as shown in Additional file 1: Supplementary
Table 3. For each filtered target of MYC we selected top 5
cofactor (R2) models using MI3 or control methods.
Because for each target gene, there are usually multiple
models which score almost the same and are equally
interesting biologically. For example, several coregulated
MYC cofactors are involved in regulation of a target gene,
any one of them can be selected as the best R2. Or multi-
ple genes in a pathway/complex represent the same regu-
latory action equally well, all of them are sensible
coregulators for a MYC target. This is slightly different
from the synthetic experiment, where only there is 1 true
or best model for each target. Nonetheless, keeping only
top 1 model led to almost the same lists of most fre-
quently selected cofactor (Additional file 1: Supplemen-
tary Table 4) as the list based on top 5 models (Table 2),
except that the number of targets mapped to individual
cofactors was smaller. All other comparisons between MI3
and control methods led to the same results when top 1
models were used (not shown).
MI3 and dMI3 selected models with significant coordina-
tion I(T;R1;R2), whereas the BN and MI2 selected models
with high two-way dependency or I(T;R2) (note that
I(T;R1) is constant because R1 is fixed to MYC) shown by
Figure 4, 5. Models inferred by all methods showed dis-
tinct patterns when plotted in three dimensional space
(T~R1, R2 in Figure 4). These patterns suggest that two
parents together explain the target expression well. The
difference is that BN and MI2 models showed distinct two
dimensional patterns as well (T~R1 and R1~R2 in Figure
4), while the MI3 and dMI3 models did not. What MI3
and dMI3 captured are 3-way interactions in that neither
of the two parents alone can describe the target well
enough. In contrast, the relationships BN and MI2 cap-
tured are essentially two-way, and as such do not require
both parents. This outcome is not surprising in that the
Table 1: MI3 and control methods evaluated and compared using the synthetic data.
Method Metric Description Performance Rank
Synth Real#
MI3 2*I(T;R1, R2)-I(T;R1)-I(T; R2) = I(T; 
R1|R2)+ I(T; R2|R1)
The sum of Correlative and Coordinative Criteria, 
which equals to the conditional mutual information 
between the target gene and the each regulator given 
the other regulator
1 1
dMI3 2*I(T;R1, R2)-I(T;R1)-I(T; R2) Discrete version of MI3, control score to show the 
strength of continuous mutual information
3 2
Bayesian network (BN) logP(T | R1, R2)† Log conditional probability, control score which 
maximize correlation of the parent set to the target, 
while ignores the interaction between R1 and R2
2 3
Two-way MI (MI2) I(T;R1)+I(T;R2) Control two-way mutual information score to show 
the strength of three-way metric
4 4
Note that each control method compares to and validates MI3 in one of the three major aspects described in Introduction: data discretization 
(dMI3); pairwise testing (MI2); emphasis on correlation over causality (BN). All scores are calculated based on continuous nonparametric 
probability density estimation, except dMI3 based on discretization using 5 bins of equal size.
† In this paper, log conditional probability and BN are used interchangeably.
# Performance rank for real data experiment is based on qualitative comparison.Page 5 of 15
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BN and MI2 methods have no such favor and as such
would be expected to include confounding two-way mod-
els more frequently.
BN and MI2 models had low or negative 3-way coordina-
tion, and are likely confounding models. The relationship
R2~R1 is similar to T~R1 and T~R2 follows a nearly per-
fect linear pattern (Figure 4). Such high similarity between
R2 and T is unlikely true regulation but rather coregula-
tion (by other genes) relationship when considering vari-
ous other factors affecting the target gene expression that
are not counted by transcription level of the regulator(s),
such as mRNA to protein translation, protein modifica-
Networks inferred by MI3 or control methods from a 350-sample synthetic dataset using the following 4 scoring metrics: (a) MI3, (b) dMI3, (c) BN (log conditional probability) and (d) MI2.Figure 2
Networks inferred by MI3 or control methods from a 350-sample synthetic dataset using the following 4 scor-
ing metrics: (a) MI3, (b) dMI3, (c) BN (log conditional probability) and (d) MI2. The best two parent model for each 
target gene was selected by using different methods and compared to true models. Here our interesting nodes are all the 
dependent nodes, u1–u6. Local regulatory networks are learned on these nodes and then assembled. When there is no infor-
mation on dependent versus independent nodes, local networks are learned for all nodes including x1–x3. Conflicting local 
structures can be resolved in step (2) of Figure 1. For instance, the best two parents for x1 are u3 and u5, which conflicts with 
the local model for u5 whose parents are x1 and u3. Such conflicts were solved easily based on MI3 score, u3+u5->x1 scores 
1.07 while x1+u3->u5 scores 1.49; hence the latter is the true model. The results remained essentially the same for MI3, BN 
and dMI3, but not for MI2.Page 6 of 15
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BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:467 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/467tion, and localization of the regulator. In other words, real
regulators do not correlate so well with their targets (like
MYC and its targets, T~R1 in Figure 4). We expect that the
R2 factors predicted by the BN and MI2 methods is most
often another MYC target tightly coregulated with T
instead of a coregulator, and indeed many top R2 are MYC
targets (Table 2 and Figure 6, more description next).
Next we collected the top 5 cofactors and ranked each
cofactor according to its frequency of being selected. Table
2 lists the top 10 most frequently selected cofactors using
the four methods. Transcriptional regulatory networks
centered at MYC were constructed based on the top 10
cofactors and corresponding targets, as shown in Figure 6.
Literature validation was focused on these top 10 cofactor
lists (Table 2).
Top 10 cofactor based transcriptional regulatory networks
constructed by MI3 and dMI3 were larger and covered
more MYC targets than the networks created by BN and
MI2 (Figure 6). Out of 368 MYC targets, MI3 places 56.3%
of these targets while dMI3 places 51.6%, BN places
26.9%, and MI2 places 41.8% of the targets. In other
words, more MYC target genes are regulated by the top 10
mechanisms inferred by MI3 or dMI3, which is more con-
sistent with the current mechanistic understanding of
Sensitivity curves for MI3 versus control methods in learning two-parent models from the synthetic datasetFigure 3
Sensitivity curves for MI3 versus control methods in learning two-parent models from the synthetic dataset. (a) 
Average absolute sensitivity of the 4 methods to recover the known network. (b) Average relative sensitivity of the 4 methods 
to recover the known network given that only two parents are possible for each dependent node. Vertical dashed lines 
marked sample size of 350 used in Figure 2, which is similar to the experimental sample size used for the MYC study.
Table 2: Top 10 most frequently selected coregulators for the 368 verified MYC targets using different methods.
Method MI3 dMI3 BN MI2
Rank\R2 Symbol Targets Symbol Targets Symbol Targets Symbol Targets
1 ARPC1B 45 PSIP1 46 HAT1 23 CTPS 29
2 TRIP12 45 FNBP1 42 GTF2A2 15 JTV1 24
3 ASH2L 41 MRPL28 28 PSMD14 14 MRPL3 23
4 GCN5L2 35 RAB33A 23 PSMA4 13 SSRP1 21
5 SHOC2 25 HSPB1 22 SFRS1 13 TPX2 20
6 CSK 23 TPP2 21 PSMA3 12 PSMB7 19
7 ZNF143 23 ANKMY2 18 ADRM1 11 RFC4 19
8 FNBP1 22 CD59 18 DNMT1 10 MCM7 18
9 MIZF 22 KIAA0922 17 CCT5 10 HAT1 18
10 CBX1 19 SIAH2 17 WDR62 10 HSPC111 17
Top 5 highest scoring cofactors are counted for each target. Cofactors in bold font are involved in MYC dependent or general transcriptional 
regulation, those in italics are in the list of 368 verified MYC targets with I(T; MYC) ≥ 0.3.Page 7 of 15
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Two-way and three-way gene expression patterns and mutual information for representative top two-parent models inferred by MI3 nd cont ol methods for T = PSMD7 given R1 = MYCFigure 4
Two-way and three-way gene expression patterns and mutual information for representative top two-parent 
models inferred by MI3 and control methods for T = PSMD7 given R1 = MYC. The first three columns show the 
three-way and two-way gene expression patterns, and the fourth column the mutual information triangles. The bottom row 
shows the two-way expression pattern for PSMD7-MYC and the legend for mutual information triangle. This figure gives a 
concrete example for the difference between MI3 and control scores, echoing the results in Figure 5. For high throughput gene 
expression data, the BN and MI2 metrics both pick up models with high mutual information between parents and between 
either parent and the target. MI3 selected relationships with slightly lower I(T;R1, R2) but I(T;R1;R2) much higher than the BN 
and MI2 metrics.
BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:467 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/467MYC dependent transcription that MYC regulates a large
number of targets (> 1000 verified) [26,31] as a global
transcriptional regulator yet only interacts with a small set
of cofactors (13 listed) [27,29].
Biologically, top 10 MYC cofactor list selected by MI3 was
more consistent with the literature than the lists created
by the control methods (Table 2). Seven out of ten MI3
top MYC cofactors are involved in MYC dependent or gen-
eral transcriptional regulation. GCN5L2 (known as
human GCN5), ASH2L, MIZF, CBX1 (HP1 beta homolog
Drosophila) are chromatin structure modifiers, which
change chromatin structure around target genes through
chemical modification hence activate or repress their tran-
scription. Chromatin structure modification by GCN5L2
and similar enzymes is a well documented mechanism for
MYC dependent transcriptional regulation [27,28,35,36].
ZNF143 [37] and MIZF [38] are transcriptional factors.
CSK phosphorylates and activates GSK-3beta directly [39]
and indirectly [40], while GSK-3beta phosphorylates,
deactivates MYC and promotes its degradation [27].
SHOC2 complexes with Ras and Raf and enhances MAP
kinase activation [41,42], which in turn positively regu-
lates MYC stability/activity by phosphorylation [27]. In
contrast, only 2 (PSIP1, SIAH2), 3 (HAT1, GTF2A2,
DNMT1) and 3 (SSRP1, MCM7, HAT1) top 10 MYC
cofactors selected by dMI3, BN and MI2 respectively are
transcriptional regulators based on Gene Ontology and
literature.
Moreover, 3 (SFRS, CCT5, PSMD14) and 6 (CTPS, JTV,
PSMB7, RFC4, MCM7, HSPC111) top 10 MYC cofactors
selected by BN and MI2 respectively are actually from the
368 verified MYC targets. Other top 10 cofactors selected
by BN and MI2 are likely 'unverified' MYC targets given
that they either share function annotations or have similar
expression profile with these questionable cofactors. In
other words, BN and MI2 frequently produced confound-
ing models where target genes were mistaken as MYC
cofactors, while MI3 and dMI3 produced no confounding
models. In Figure 6d, the two-way edges between red
nodes suggest that MI2 not only confounded coregulators
with targets, but also failed to tell the causal direction of
the relationships. Combined with numerical comparison
in Figure 4, 5, these biological results show that unlike BN
and MI2 scores, MI3 score effectively differentiates true
causal models from confounding models because it takes
the interaction between regulators into account.
Two-way and three-way mutual information distributions for top models selected by MI3 and control methodsFigure 5
Two-way and three-way mutual information distributions for top models selected by MI3 and control meth-
ods. For each MYC target gene, the top 5 R2 or MYC cofactors were selected by applying different scoring metrics to the 
microarray dataset generated by Basso et al [15]. (a). I(R1;R2) vs. I(R2;T), i.e. two way mutual information between R2 and R1 
or T, (b). I(T;R1, R2) vs. I(T;R1, R2)-I(T;R1)-I(T;R2), i.e. the correlative and coordinative components of MI3 score for the top 
5 models selected by MI3 or control methods. Each ellipse represents the distribution of top 5 models in the specified mutual 
information coordinates, with mean as center and standard deviations as width and height. Note that I(R1;T) scores are the 
same for all methods hence not shown in (a).Page 9 of 15
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The transcriptional regulatory networks centered at MYC transcription factorFigure 6
The transcriptional regulatory networks centered at MYC transcription factor. Networks included the top 10 
most frequently selected MYC cofactors by using MI3 or control methods and the corresponding target genes (transparent). 
(a-d) are networks inferred by MI3, dMI3, BN and MI2 respectively. Regulators are large nodes and targets are small transpar-
ent nodes. Node colors indicate the identity where yellow is MYC, aquamarine are the cofactors involved in MYC dependent 
or general transcriptional regulation according to literature, gray are unverified cofactors, pink are confounding cofactors that 
are actually verified MYC targets. Edges represent transcription regulation. Note that all edges from MYC to targets are hidden 
for clarity.
BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:467 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/467Discussion
In this study, we have used MI3 to identify mechanisti-
cally plausible relationships from gene expression data.
For synthetic data, MI3 recovered all true two-parent mod-
els, or the best representatives of the true models, and
showed superior performance over the commonly used
probability based methods including Bayesian networks
and classical two-way mutual information. For experi-
mental data, MYC cofactors identified by MI3 are either
true or strongly supported by literature, while cofactors
identified by control methods make little sense. Notably,
the same microarray dataset has been used to identify
MYC targets based on two-way mutual information [15].
MI3 uses three strategies to improve its predictions. First,
MI3 does not require data discretization, and as such
retains more of the information in the data. This continu-
ous method enhanced the learning quality significantly,
as shown by the synthetic example in Figure 2, 3. Second,
we extended classical two-way mutual information to
three-way, which allows MI3 to capture more complex
relationships between regulators and targets. Third, the
MI3 score considers high order interaction or coordina-
tion and better differentiates causal relationships from
confounding relationships as was shown by both the syn-
thetic and MYC problems (Figure 2 and 6).
MYC cofactors predicted by MI3 details agree with the
established literature. Notably, four of the top 10 cofac-
tors selected by MI3 are chromatin structure modifier
genes, suggesting that chromatin structure modification is
the primary mechanism for MYC dependent transcrip-
tional regulation. This inference is directly supported by
the independent experimental results of Knoepfler et al
(21), which provides further evidence of the role of MYC
on chromatin structure modification via histone acetyla-
tion and methylation. Among the top MYC cofactors
identified by MI3, GCN5L2 [27,28,30,43], CSK
[27,39,40], and SHOC2 [41,42] are known or presumed
coregulators for MYC transcriptional activity. All other
seven MYC cofactors selected by MI3 are novel, although
their connections to MYC or transcription are well docu-
mented. All these results demonstrate that MI3 is an accu-
rate and powerful method to infer regulatory models from
microarray data. In contrast, top MYC cofactors inferred
using control methods make much less sense biologically.
Fewer of them are known transcriptional regulators and
none of them is directly connected to MYC function. The
fact that multiple MYC targets were mistaken as top MYC
coregulators suggests that BN and MI2 methods have dif-
ficulty inferring true causal relationships from high
throughput gene expression data. Generally speaking, it is
sensible that some MYC targets can be its cofactors as seen
in feedback loops. However, it is not likely that these MYC
targets taken as co-regulators are real co-regulators
because of feedback loops, since almost all of them are
not functionally related to transcriptional regulation or
MYC regulation activity. Similar confounding regulators
were selected by control methods in the synthetic example
(Figure 2). Figure 4, 5 show why such confounding mod-
els occurred. There are likely feedback loops in MYC regu-
lation, however these feedback relationships could only
be identified with knockout data or time series data. In
this work we only consider the general case where non-
sequential observational gene expression data are availa-
ble.
Learning from high throughput microarray data was dif-
ferent from learning from the small synthetic dataset. Dif-
ferences between methods were larger for the microarray
data (Figure 6 and Table 2), compared to the synthetic
experiment (Figure 2). For the microarray data, MI3 and
dMI3 were closer, whereas for the synthetic data BN and
MI3 were closer (Table 1). This change in ranking suggests
that the coordinative component was more significant
than the difference made by using continuous versus dis-
crete metric (MI3 vs. dMI3) or 3-way versus 2-way metric
(BN vs. MI2) for microarray data, but not for synthetic
data. These differences between microarray data and syn-
thetic data can be ascribed to the fact that large numbers
of highly correlative confounding models exist for the
microarray data due to the large number of variables
(genes), especially coexpressed genes, while the synthetic
data contained relatively fewer possible confounding
models.
The high order mutual information framework presented
here is generally applicable, although we have only
described and used three-way mutual information. The
same set of strategies can be used to model arbitrarily high
order relationships. To learn a regulatory model with d
dimensions or nodes (1 child with d-1 parents) by
exhaustive searching through a system with v variables, we
need ~10*5d data samples for nonparametric probability
density estimation [44-46], and computation time is
O(vd). Although 10*5d is conservative compared to suffi-
cient sample size indicated in the performance curve,
~250 for d = 3 (Figure 3), undoubtedly, both the required
dataset size and computational time exponentially
increase with d. Therefore, 4-way or 5-way relationships
require more samples than currently available microarray
chips.
Through the use of MI3 we have demonstrated that tai-
lored probability based metrics can outperform more
standard methods used in systems biology for identifying
mechanistic regulatory relationships. We expect that
future enhancements to these scoring metrics are possible
to identify larger sets of regulators while making fewer
assumptions during the analysis.Page 11 of 15
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MI3 is a novel method for learning probabilistic graphical
models and addresses three common issues in previous
methods simultaneously: (1) handling of continuous var-
iables, (2) detection of more complex three-way relation-
ships and (3) better differentiation of causal versus
confounding relationships. Simulation experiments show
that MI3 consistently and significantly outperforms the
frequently used control methods such as discrete probabi-
listic networks, two-way mutual information networks
and Bayesian networks. When applied to a human B cell
microarray dataset, MI3 recovered cofactors for MYC tran-
scription factor and revealed the major regulatory mecha-
nisms involved in MYC dependent transcriptional
regulation, which are directly verified or strongly sup-
ported by literature. Overall, MI3 provides a powerful
method for inferring mechanistic relationships underly-
ing biological and other complex systems.
Methods
MI3 algorithm
The MI3 algorithm is a novel three-way mutual informa-
tion engine for local causal model inference. Our hypoth-
esis is that gene expression regulation commonly involves
more than 2 genes (i.e. more than 1 regulator gene) with
higher order interaction, which can be faithfully captured
by continuous higher order mutual information. The
algorithm is limited to three-way mutual information
(two regulators and one target) (Fig. 5), but the same
method can be easily extended to higher order mutual
information to model more complicated regulation
mechanisms. Note that we call all types of mutual infor-
mation involving 3 variables 3-way mutual information
(Additional file 1: Supplementary Note 1), while three-
way interaction information refers to I(T;R1;R2) only.
The MI3 scoring function has two parts, including correl-
ative and coordinative information components. The cor-
relative component measures the correlation between the
target and the parent set, similar to other correlative prob-
abilistic metrics such as log conditional probability for
Bayesian networks.
Correlative component: I(T; R1, R2)
Here I is the mutual information function, T is the target
gene, and R1 and R2 are the regulators as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. Mutual information definition and high order
extensions are describe in detail in the Additional file 1:
Supplementary Note 1. Pairs of regulators accurately
describing the expression of the target gene will score well
by the correlative component.
The coordinative component measures the coordination
effect between the regulators with respect to the target.
Note this component is actually the third order interac-
tion information between T, R1 and R2, i.e. I(T; R1; R2)
[23], and is three-way symmetric.
Coordinative component: I(T; R1, R2)-I(T; R1)-I(T; R2)
The coordinative component of the score identifies how
well pairs of regulators versus individual regulators pre-
dict the target (examples in Additional file 1: Supplemen-
tary Table 5). Confounding models commonly have a
negative coordinative score because parents overlap in
their correlation with the target. The coordinative compo-
nent can be rearranged to I(T; R1|R2)-I(T; R1), suggesting
that this component measures how much better R1 pre-
dicts T given R2 versus not given R2. The coordinative
component provides a quantitative measurement for the
well-known 'selection bias' (also called Berkson's para-
dox) [47] in statistics or the 'explaining-away phenome-
non' in Bayesian network theory [48].
The MI3 score is the sum of the correlative and coordina-
tive component.
MI3 score: 2*I(T; R1, R2) – I(T; R1)-I(T; R2) = I(T;
R1|R2)+ I(T; R2|R1)
The symmetric coordinative component captures higher
order interactions and differentiates causal relationships
from confounding ones without telling the causal direc-
tion. The asymmetric correlative component determines
the direction of the causal relationship. By merging these
two components, the MI3 score considers connections
between the regulators as well as dependency between
child and regulators. The MI3 score can be rearranged and
simplified to I(T;R1|R2)+ I(T;R2|R1). This rearrangement
can be interpreted as the conditional mutual information
between the target gene and the each regulator given the
other regulator, which better shows the three-way nature
of this score. The MI3 score is structurally different from
yet related to other probability scoring metrics such as log
based conditional probability used in Bayesian network
learning logP(T|R1, R2) [11,12] and two-way mutual
information I(T;R1)+I(T;R2) [15,16] (described in Table 1
and Additional file 1: Supplementary Note 2).
Network inference procedure
Regulatory network inference procedure based on MI3 is
shown in Figure 1. We learn gene regulatory networks in
two steps: (1) learn local regulatory network for each of
the interesting nodes through an exhaustive search. When
there is no list of interesting nodes, all nodes becomes
interesting. (2) assemble local networks up into a unified
network if needed. Similar to Bayesian networks, the gene
regulatory networks learned by using MI3 is directed acy-
clic. In the step (2), we may need to reconcile the conflict-Page 12 of 15
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the two way edges and cycles. We solve conflicting local
structures based on their scores. For instance, in Figure 1,
the local models for the yellow, white and blue genes con-
flict. The local model for blue gene scores the highest
based on MI3 (or control score), hence it is kept in the
final network and two other conflicting models are dis-
carded.
Note that the key difference between MI3 and control
methods is the scoring metrics, less in the network con-
struction procedure. For a fair comparison between meth-
ods, we keep the procedure for all methods the same as in
Figure 1. For more details on how the local network was
selected see Additional file 1: Supplementary Note 4.
MI3 is implemented in the statistical computing language
R, and codes are available online [49].
Nonparametric probability density estimation for 
continuous variables
To avoid discretizing our data to calculate mutual infor-
mation, we have adopted a continuous method for
mutual information calculation based on a classical non-
parametric Gaussian kernel method in probability density
estimation [44,45]. To estimate the probability density at
a specific location, we used all our data points. First we
calculate the probability density at an interesting location
based on a Gaussian distribution centered at each data
point (kernel), and then take the average of all these den-
sities using the following expression:
Here x is the position where probability density is to be
estimated, and xi (i = 1,2,, N) is the ith data point, both x
and xi are d-dimension vectors, σ is the standard devia-
tion of the kernel Gaussian distribution. We used optimal
bandwidth described by Scott [45]. Our experiments with
uniform kernel (data not shown) showed the choice of
kernel distribution makes little difference in probability
estimation, as has been noted elsewhere [44]. The reason
we chose to use a Gaussian kernel is that it is intuitive and
the result probability density distribution is continuous
and infinitely differentiable [44]. Data may be trans-
formed into a uniform distribution [24] before the kernel
density estimation to eliminate the potential effect of spe-
cific distributions. We found uniform transformation
does help but the improvement is limited when the gene
expression data are log transformed. This nonparametric
kernel method as a mature strategy for probability density
estimation, its performance has been established in the
original works [44,45]. Dependence of the estimation
error on bandwidth (σ), dimensionality (d) and sample
size (N) of the problem has been detailed discussed too
[44-46].
Following our description above, to calculate entropy and
mutual information for continuous variables, we calcu-
lated a probability density estimate at the positions of
sample data points, then took the sample mean of log
probability density [24], to approximate the full integra-
tion. The probability density estimation was the most
computationally intensive step for this work.
Nonparametric probability density estimation for contin-
uous variables effectively eliminates the inaccuracies
introduced by discretizing data. However, this method is
computationally demanding, and requires a large sample
size (N) [44-46]. Due to these limitations, we limited our
MI calculation to 3 variables. Notice that the sufficient
sample only depends on the number of relevant dimen-
sions of the local models (3 nodes, Figure 1), and has
nothing to do with the size of the total number of varia-
bles.
To compare our continuous approach to more commonly
used discretization approaches, we used 5 bins of equal
size.
Generation of synthetic testing data
Synthetic data was used to validate our MI3 method as an
example of a completely known gene regulatory network.
We created a synthetic network structure with algebraic
relationships between variables found in Supplemental
Figure 1 and Supplemental Table 1 online. We sampled
25 to 1000 samples from this network to generate a set. At
each sample size, the sampling-learning procedure was
repeated 500 times to determine the average sensitivity
and precision of MI3 and control methods. This model
structure is designed to mimic a miniature gene regulatory
system, with regard to the network size, overall and local
structure, and dependency relationships.
Gene expression data processing and annotation
A gene expression dataset of human B cells with 336 sam-
ples was used for our study. These data were collected on
the Affymetrix HG-U95Av2 platform and published by
another group [15]. The raw data in .CEL format was col-
lected from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and proc-
essed by using RMA [50] method implemented in
Bioconductor [51] Affy package [52]. A up-to-date probe
set definition (.CDF file) based on Entrez Gene sequence,
Hs95Av2_Hs_ENTREZG_7, created by the Microarray Lab
at University of Michigan [53,54], is used in place of the
Affymetrix original probe set definition provided by Bio-
conductor [55]. The corresponding annotation data was
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release of public databases, including Entrez Gene, Uni-
Gene, PubMed of NCBI, Gene Ontology (GO) and KEGG.
For downstream analysis, all genes are included without
discriminative filtering process based on magnitude of
changes. The expression level for each gene is standard
normalized before use.
Statistical analysis for difference in the method 
performance
One-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey test was used to
evaluate the performance of MI3 score in comparison to
control scores in learning 2-parent models from synthetic
data, as shown in Additional file 1: Supplementary Table
2. One-way ANOVA tested whether the performance of all
four methods are the same and Tukey test exactly where
(between the methods) the difference lies. Histograms
(not shown) indicate that sensitivity or precision for each
score closely approximates normal distribution, and this
is especially true when sample size is large (number of
experiments = 500). Hence, one-way ANOVA and Tukey
test are appropriate statistical tests. Tukey tests were con-
ducted for all potential pair-wise comparisons.
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